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Global Growth Commentary 

4Q 2020 

Performance 

Equity markets posted strong absolute returns again during Q4. SGA’s 

portfolio returned 11.3% (gross) and 11.1% (net) in Q4 versus 14.7% for the 

MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) as global equities continued to benefit 

from expectations for COVID-19 vaccines and a rebound in corporate profits.  

For the year 2020, the portfolio returned 31.9% (gross) and 30.7% (net) versus 

16.3% for the ACWI Index. 

Source: Factset, MSCI, SGA 

The Market Sees Better Days Ahead 

Amid a global viral pandemic with massive human and economic 

implications, a divisive U.S. presidential election, rising geopolitical risks and 

widespread government imposed lockdowns to curtail the virus spread, 

global markets generated strong returns on the expectation that 2021 would 

be a better year. Expectations for the approval of multiple new vaccines to 

battle the virus, unprecedented massive monetary accommodation by world 

monetary authorities and new fiscal stimulus from governments around the 

world stoked optimism and led to strong returns.  Impressive Q4 benchmark 

returns (+14.7%) followed strong returns in Q3 (+8.1%) and Q2 (+19.2%) as markets rebounded from the significant 

weakness of Q1 (-21.4%).  Economically sensitive sectors outperformed, particularly in the “Post-Vaccine” rally beginning in 

early November following the approval of Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine and the expectation that others would soon follow. 

Investors expressed significant optimism and drove stock prices higher, discounting much of the rebound in corporate 

profits which may occur as the virus is eventually brought under control.  However, significant risks, which could have a 

major impact on markets, still remain. In the U.S., a new administration will enter office on January 20th with an agenda that 

is very different from its predecessor in terms of tax, regulatory and fiscal policy. Increased taxes and regulatory costs will 

likely impact the fortunes of many U.S. companies over the next four years. Significant increases in U.S. debt as a percent of 

GDP and the potential impact that this will have on interest rates, the U.S. dollar, rising polarization and social unrest pose 

additional risks.  From a geopolitical standpoint, we must consider the implications of the Brexit agreement in Europe, 

changes occurring in China and the country’s more aggressive stance with regard to the South China Sea, Hong Kong and 

Taiwan, and the significant implications this could have for global commerce. We are also cognizant of the potential risk 

posed by new variants of the COVID-19 virus and the slow rollout of the vaccination programs in the U.S. and other parts of 

the world, and the impact this could have on the trajectory of actual economic growth in the coming year. 

Despite quickly growing COVID-19 case-loads across many parts of the world, and the spread of a new strain of the virus in 

some regions, economic statistics generally exceeded expectations in Q4 with Japanese exports being firmer than expected, 

and China’s factory activity expanding at the fastest pace in more than three years in November. Australia’s job growth 

grew well above expectations as its economy reopened and German business sentiment unexpectedly improved in 

December despite tough lockdown measures. After surging 33.1% in Q3, following the steepest decline in recorded history 
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World 

QTD 11.3% 11.1% 14.7% 13.1% 14.0% 

YTD 31.9% 30.7% 16.3% 33.6% 15.9% 

1-Year 31.9% 30.7% 16.3% 33.6% 15.9% 

3-Year 20.4% 19.3% 10.1% 17.7% 10.5% 

5-Year 19.6% 18.5% 12.3% 16.9% 12.2% 

7-Year 15.6% 14.5% 8.9% 12.9% 9.2% 

Inception 15.4% 14.4% 9.0% 12.1% 9.7% 

Highlights 

▪ The portfolio generated strong absolute 

returns while trailing the MSCI All Country 

World Index (ACWI) as markets continued to 

rebound led by lesser quality and more 

economically sensitive companies 

▪ Stock selection and residual sector allocations 

detracted from performance for the quarter, 

but contributed positively for the year 

▪ For Q4, stock selection in the Information 

Technology and Consumer Discretionary 

sectors detracted most; an underweight in the 

strongly performing Financials sector and no 

exposure to Energy hurt relative returns as 

did an overweight in the Health Care sector 

▪ A new position in human capital management 

company Workday was initiated and the 

portfolio’s position in South African insurer 

Sanlam was sold  

▪ The portfolio is well positioned to generate 

revenue and earnings growth meaningfully 

higher than that of the ACWI benchmark over 

the coming three years with greater 

predictability and sustainability 
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in Q2, U.S. GDP growth was expected to moderate significantly in Q4 as the resurgence in COVID cases and new 

lockdowns impacted employment growth and retail purchases in the period leading up to the holidays.  The Christmas Eve 

announcement of a final Brexit agreement between the United Kingdom and the European Union removed the fears 

associated with a “no-deal” exit of the Union by the UK and contributed to the optimism. 

Market Attribution 

For the quarter, as shown above, the Energy and Financials sectors generated the best returns followed by Materials and 

Industrials as more economically sensitive stocks expected to benefit most should the COVID-19 pandemic begin to ease 

outperformed. Information Technology, Communication Services, and Consumer Discretionary sectors were the next best 

performers as they continued to benefit from pandemic induced changes to buying patterns, socializing and working. The 

more defensive Health Care, Consumer Staples, Real Estate and Utilities sectors performed the worst given investors’ 

willingness to venture into riskier stocks. 

Consistent with the surge in optimism, Emerging Markets led by Columbia, Hungary, Korea and Brazil outperformed 

Developed Markets, with Latin America and Emerging European markets providing the strongest quarterly returns despite 

very weak returns for the year. U.S. and Chinese markets underperformed both Emerging and Developed markets. Small-

cap value companies with higher betas, lower returns on equity, and no earnings performed best for the quarter creating a 

headwind for our approach. Our unwillingness to invest in more speculative companies that don’t generate free cash flow 

or earnings posed a headwind, as did our underweight to more economically sensitive companies which generally don’t 

possess the predictable revenue generation, pricing power or sustainable long-term growth attributes we seek.   

For the year 2020, market leadership was quite different with larger cap growth outperforming through mid-March and 

small caps leading thereafter with the reward to quality metrics mixed. As noted above, the Information Technology and 

Consumer Discretionary sectors outperformed the Index by a wide margin, with the Communication Services and Materials 

also outperforming. Energy, Real Estate and Financials generated the worst returns. U.S. Equities outperformed Emerging 

Markets while non-U.S. Developed Markets underperformed.  Korea and China were among the strongest performers, 

along with countries in Northern Europe including Denmark, the Netherlands and Sweden. Emerging Markets in Latin 

America and Europe declined significantly for the year. 

Portfolio Attribution 

For the quarter, portfolio stock selection and residual sector allocations detracted from relative performance given the 

market’s preference for cyclicals. Stock selection in the Information Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors was 

primarily responsible for the underperformance. Positive selection effects in Financials and Consumer Staples helped 

mitigate some of the weakness. An underweight in the strongly performing Financials sector and no exposure to Energy 

detracted from relative returns, as did an overweight in the Health Care sector. 

MSCI All Country World Index – Sector Returns 

 

Source: FactSet, MSCI 
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For the year, stock selection and residual sector allocations both contributed positively to performance. Strong selection in 

Health Care, Consumer Discretionary and Communication Services, as well as the portfolio’s overweight in the strongly 

performing Information Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors drove outperformance. Selection in the 

Information Technology sector was negatively impacted by our decision to not own Apple, which cost about -1.8% in 

relative return for the year.  Our decisions to reallocate capital away from strong outperformers where valuations had 

become less attractive also hurt relative performance in such a strong market.   

Largest Contributors 

Indian financial institution HDFC Bank was the largest contributor to portfolio performance during the quarter as it 

benefited from strength in financials due to expectations for an improving global recovery, as well as a solid report that 

showed the bank’s asset quality remaining relatively intact despite macro weakness. This could lead to an earlier than 

expected normalization in their provision for bad loans, which would be viewed positively by investors. The company’s 

growth appears to be recovering to pre-COVID-19 levels across many segments of its operations. Its balance sheet remains 

strong and we were pleased with their previously reported loan and deposit growth. We trimmed our above-average 

weight position in HDFC on strength during the quarter after having added to the position on weakness earlier in the year. 

Japanese retailer Fast Retailing was the second largest contributor to portfolio performance. The company posted a 

strong report confirming that their Japanese business was doing quite well and their international business was improving 

with Greater China showing the best improvement with e-commerce sales in that segment growing by 20%. We were 

pleased to see them deliver strong gross margins (48% versus 50% in 2019) indicating that inventory management and 

discounting were being appropriately managed. Relatively robust but achievable guidance by management considering 

economic conditions was well received by the markets. While we continue to see attractive opportunities for Fast Retailing 

to expand its business and generate solid long-term growth, we are cognizant of the stock’s higher valuation and trimmed 

the position on strength to maintain a below-average weight. 

Leading provider of computer assisted design software Autodesk was the third largest contributor to the portfolio’s return 

for the quarter. The company reported a solid Q3 with revenues, earnings per share and cash flow all either in line with 

expectations or better than expected. While the company’s U.S. sales were sequentially flat compared to Q2, and only 

slightly better in the UK, its other geographic sales were above pre-COVID-19 levels. The company’s key 360 product line 

was reported to be doing slightly better than expected with new sales being done virtually. Autodesk maintained their 

forward guidance for FY2023. We maintained our expectation for revenue and earnings growth over the upcoming three 

years and continue to see the business as having attractive longer-term growth opportunities as the global economy 

emerges from the pandemic and the company continues its transition from its licensed based model to a software-as-a-

service (SAAS) model. 

We purchased additional shares in the company early in the quarter on weakness and maintained an above-average 

weight and trimmed the position on strength toward the end of the quarter. 

The fourth and fifth largest contributors to portfolio performance in the quarter were AIA Group and Alphabet. 

Largest Detractors 

Chinese e-commerce leader Alibaba was the largest detractor from performance during the quarter despite a solid report 

with revenues up 30% year-over-year, and earnings per share up 43% year-over-year due to strong Ant results, solid cloud 

growth and narrowing losses in new retail, logistics and other earlier life-cycle businesses.  Investments in their Marketplace 

business to help defend their position versus competition from JD.com, PDD and Meituan among others limited profit 

growth, although revenue generation was in line with our expectations.  They added about 15 million new users within the 

Marketplace business which was similar to their experience in Q2. Alibaba’s IPO of Ant Financial, where they own 33% of 

that company, was unexpectedly withdrawn at the last minute following pressure from the Chinese government.  We 

expect to see Ant’s credit growth impacted by stricter capital constraints which will likely impact growth from the segment 

looking forward. However, we expect that holding Ant accountable for its credit risk will be positive in the long-term, 

forcing Ant to more actively diversify its revenue streams toward insurance and digital services which are higher quality 

businesses given their greater predictability. 
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Later in the quarter, the Chinese government announced an anti-trust investigation of the company focusing on the 

company’s “two-choose-one” practice which had essentially forced merchants to sell exclusively on the Alibaba platform.  

This practice is no longer in use at the company and e-commerce has become quite competitive in China reducing the 

likelihood that this specific issue will meaningfully impact Alibaba’s short to intermediate-term earnings outlook.  

Additionally, regulatory authorities established a framework that platform companies such as Alibaba must operate within, 

which is subject to change as business models for these companies evolve. It was intended to ensure a realignment 

between government interests and the company’s operations. 

Based on our analysis, the significant decline in Alibaba’s stock price is more likely due to the longer-term uncertainties 

over whether this framework and the Chinese government will allow Alibaba to grow and further expand its opportunity-set 

as had been anticipated, or the government will seek to more seriously control that growth.  Based on our evaluation of the 

issue, we gravitate towards the view that China needs companies like Alibaba to drive innovation and technology 

development, as well as to help in building domestic consumption which will assist the country in reducing its dependence 

upon exports and, in turn, other countries. With the events of November and December, Chinese regulatory authorities 

have made their point clear with regard to what is expected in terms of Alibaba’s operating framework and where its focus 

needs to be in aligning with government policy.  We have seen similar situations in the past including with Tencent, where 

the government exerts its influence but then allows the companies to continue to grow in an acceptable manner. We 

expect a similar outcome here despite the recent increase in regulatory risk. Given the stock’s valuation and our 

expectations for continued above average growth, and considering the increased regulatory risk present, we reduced our 

target in the company but purchased additional shares on the recent weakness leveraging our longer-term 3-5-year 

investment horizon. 

Biopharmaceutical company Regeneron was the second largest detractor from portfolio performance in Q4.  Health Care 

as a sector underperformed during the period, impacting Regeneron’s return.  In addition, the stock was negatively 

impacted by mixed news on COVID antibody development, as well as concerns on drug pricing, and competitive 

developments. While Regeneron’s COVID antibody drug received emergency use authorization for non-hospitalized high 

risk patients, its trials were subsequently stopped for hospitalized ventilated patients given that its impact on this group 

appeared to be muted, thereby limiting its use.  With regard to drug pricing, while unclear what kind of reform ultimately 

may occur, uncertainty over the new administration’s plans and their ability to implement change weighed on Regeneron’s 

shares. Meanwhile, competitors continue to try to compete against Regeneron’s key drug Eylea.  Kodiak and Roche 

presented some early data for their respective drugs during the quarter putting some pressure on Regeneron’s stock. While 

we continue to monitor the situation closely, our view remains that the bar to compete against Eylea is quite high given its 

efficacy and safety. 

This quarter, we saw encouraging data from Regeneron’s oncology efforts which are quite broad albeit early. In addition to 

Libtayo, Regeneron is developing numerous bispecific antibody drugs and co-stimulatory antibody drugs that target 

different types of oncology targets. The bispecific drugs have two “arms”, which bring together the cancer cell and immune 

cell in close proximity so that the cancer cell can be attacked, the co-stimulatory programs seek to stimulate the immune 

response to cancer cells. Combining many of these different drugs could have positive synergistic effects, potentially 

enabling Regeneron to mix and match these drugs for different types of cancer for improved outcomes. Given the early 

nature of these efforts and the inherent risks in drug development, we maintained a below average weight. 

Software-as-a-service (SAAS) leader Salesforce.com was the third largest detractor from portfolio performance during the 

quarter despite a solid quarterly report due largely to concerns generated by their announced acquisition of Slack which 

was deemed by many in the market to be too expensive.  While we agree that the acquisition multiples are high on near-

term metrics, our analysis indicates that it does make strategic sense and will likely meaningfully benefit the combined 

entity’s growth rate over our 3-5-year time horizon given Salesforce’s demonstrated track record for accelerating the 

growth of acquired companies through distribution synergies. Slack’s leadership position in the emerging category of 

business messaging software has the potential to further penetrate the corporate communication market potentially 

replacing emails and becoming a “dashboard” through which other apps are used. Capitalizing on Salesforce’s global 

distribution scale and trusted brand, we see an opportunity for Salesforce to accelerate Slack’s ability to better penetrate 

Global 2000 list companies and enabling it to better compete with Microsoft Teams.  Interestingly, Slack’s customer facing 

functions in sales, marketing, customer service and business development are all led by Salesforce alumni which we believe 
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materially increases the odds of a successful integration of the two companies. Accordingly, we added to the portfolio’s 

position in Salesforce on weakness, maintaining an above-average weight after having trimmed it on strength in Q3. 

The fourth and fifth largest detractors from portfolio performance in the quarter were SAP and Equinix. 

Portfolio Activity  

Activity in the portfolio was in-line with our long-term average as we purchased a new position in Workday, and liquidated 

a position in Sanlam. Additionally, we took advantage of strength to trim holdings in Amazon, Facebook, Fast Retailing, IHS 

Markit, Infosys, and Intuitive Surgical among others. Similarly, we took advantage of weakness to add to positions in CP All, 

Equinix, PayPal, and Heineken among others. For the year, higher levels of volatility in the markets and new idea generation 

from our research effort led to total annualized turnover in the portfolio being about 42% as compared to our long-term 

average of about 35%.   

New Positions  

A new position in leading human capital management software as-a-service provider Workday was initiated during the 

quarter.  Workday’s products are widely recognized among human resource specialists for their superior ease of use, ease 

of installation and upgrading, their ongoing innovation and overall customer satisfaction. The resulting edge in 

referenceability, relative to peers, allows Workday to charge a premium price, which is further supported by the high 

switching costs and risks businesses often face in making changes in the enterprise software applications they utilize.  

Underlying the company’s success is a single code base that can easily be updated and deployed to all customers on a 

frequent and regular basis.  Consistent with our focus on businesses that generate strong repeat revenues, approximately 

85% of the company’s sales are subscription based with a customer churn rate below 5% annually. The remaining 15% of 

revenues are tied to professional services they provide, mainly new client installations. Workday offers attractive long-term 

growth runways as it continues to take advantage of the opportunity to migrate new clients’ existing on premise solutions 

to their cloud based software-as-a-service products, and see the use of their Financial Management, Planning and Analytics 

products continue to grow and expand globally. The integration of these newer products with Human Capital 

Management, and the ability to enhance cross selling between them should help the company maintain its attractive 

growth rate over our 3-5-year time horizon.  Likewise, as the company scales its operations, we expect to see further 

improvement in its operating margins and free cash flow generation.  With a strong net cash position of over $1.5 billion, a 

cash flow/earnings ratio of over 100%, and a proven senior management team, the company meets our key financial 

strength and management quality criteria. 

Among the key risks we are monitoring with the company are its ability to reduce its implementation costs, its ability to 

continue to take mid-market share gains, its ability to continue to innovate and gain traction with its new products, and the 

competitive responses from the incumbent providers. With the stock’s enterprise yield in the lower end of the range of our 

portfolio businesses, we initiated a below-average-weight position in the company, and plan to build the position 

opportunistically moving forward. 

Sold Positions  

South African financial services conglomerate Sanlam was sold during the quarter as we identified other more attractive 

growth opportunities looking out over our 3-5-year investment horizon. Sanlam continues to face a very difficult operating 

environment in South Africa and, while we have no doubt that they will navigate the issue, it will likely impact their growth 

trajectory and our confidence in Workday’s growth thesis was stronger. 

Summary 

2020 was an extraordinary year where the markets generated tremendous returns despite unprecedented human and 

economic dislocations. It underlined the old adage “never fight the Fed” as massive monetary accommodation and fiscal 

stimulus was applied to cushion the blows from the pandemic. Much good news has been priced into stocks over the 

course of the rallies in Q3 and Q4 despite the massive economic dislocations and difficult challenges of 2020. 2021 market 
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returns are likely to depend heavily upon the ability of governments to quickly vaccinate large portions of their populations 

to achieve the “herd immunity” needed for societies and businesses to return to normal. 

We are pleased to say that our fundamental research effort has never been stronger as we continue to identify unique 

secular growth businesses that offer significant growth premiums relative to the market. While our focus on key business 

quality drivers and our valuation discipline steered us away from businesses that don’t generate meaningful free cash flows, 

and this hurt short-term relative returns, we are more confident than ever that this approach is allowing us to build a 

portfolio of attractively valued secular growers that will serve our clients well into the future. This time-tested approach has 

led to higher and more consistent profitability for our businesses over the life of our firm (see the chart below). 

SGA Global Gross Margins 

 

Source: FactSet, MSCI, SGA 

Focusing on pricing power, recurring revenues and long duration sustainable growth opportunities while minimizing 

valuation risk has served our clients well over the years and is particularly timely today given the tremendous rise in stock 

prices experienced in 2020 against a very uncertain backdrop. Regardless of the ensuing macro-economic environment or 

how quickly COVID-19 vaccination programs advance, we are confident in the portfolio’s ability to generate superior 

revenue and earnings growth over the coming years. 

We thank you for your continued confidence in our team and wish you the very best for a healthy and happy 2021. We 

look forward to speaking with you about the portfolio and its positioning in more detail.   

The opinions expressed herein reflect the opinions of Sustainable Growth Advisers, LP and are subject to change without notice. Past 

performance is no guarantee for future results. This information is supplemental and complements a full disclosure presentation that can 

be found with composite performance. The securities referenced in the article are not a solicitation or recommendation to buy, sell or hold 

securities. This commentary is provided only for qualified and sophisticated institutional investors. 

Results are presented gross and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of all income.  The Net Returns are calculated 

based upon the highest published fees. The net performance has been reduced by the amount of the highest published fee that may be 

charged to SGA clients, 0.90%, employing the Global Growth equity strategy during the period under consideration. Actual fees charged to 

clients may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fees schedule and portfolio size. SGA’s fees are available upon request 

and also may be found in Part 2A of its Form ADV. The largest contributors and detractors are determined using a ranking of the absolute 

contribution to portfolio return by each security held over the period under consideration. Upon request, free of charge, SGA can provide 

a list of all portfolio holdings held in SGA’s Global Growth portfolio for the year. Policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance, and 

preparing compliant presentations are available upon request. SGA’s earnings growth forecast data is based upon portfolio companies’ 

Non-GAAP operating earnings. 
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